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The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic
has exposed a significant vulnerability of the US
health-care system: the limited supply of life-saving
medical resources, such as ventilators and dialysis
machines. Shortages have sparked considerable anxiety
among patients, the public, and health-care providers
alike. Fair and ethical protocols are needed to manage
these situations. In parallel, organizations must
recognize that providing care when resources are
scarce can be highly stressful, particularly when typical
job demands are amplified.1 Frontline health-care
providers may be psychologically traumatized from
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triaging life-saving treatments and bearing witness to
the consequences of those decisions. Organizations
must be prepared to implement strategies that will
mitigate the resulting grief, anger, shame, guilt,
anxiety, and moral distress providers may experience.
Neglecting to do so fails these essential workers and
further compromises patient safety and care quality.2

We recommend that health-care organizations consider
adopting three sets of strategies to reduce provider
stress. These strategies that ideally would be executed
well in advance of a crisis include creating clear scarce
resource allocation criteria and protocols, separating
triage and frontline care providers while endorsing a
rapid triage appeal process, and establishing essential
programming to provide emotional support and
adequate recovery.
Clear Scarce Resource Allocation Protocols
Resource allocation protocols describe how space,
equipment, and personnel will be managed during
the institutional response to public health crises.3

When established in advance, stakeholders have
adequate time to develop policies that weigh
organizational and societal values, consider equity
concerns, and reduce bias. Protocols streamline
decision-making, which frees frontline providers’
cognitive load for other concerns. The adoption of
similar protocols across regional health-care systems
and states promotes consistency, accountability, and
public trust.3 Furthermore, because protocols usually
are developed by an expert consensus panel, using
them may reduce feelings of individual accountability
and distress that are associated with allocation
decisions.

The development of resource allocation protocols does
not alleviate all concerns for frontline clinicians and, in
fact, may create new ones. No matter how fair and clear
the protocol, at times triage still demands seemingly
impossible choices. It may be difficult for some
providers to adhere to a protocol that conflicts with the
usual treatment plan or their personal values.
Misalignment between public or health care worker
values and expert guidance or institutional rules can
produce moral distress.3 Individuals often defer to
perceived authorities even when they doubt the
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appropriateness of the orders. Navigating these tensions
may leave health-care workers feeling powerless,
anxious, depressed, or burned out.

Including frontline providers in the design of resource
allocation protocols can improve clinical relevance and
mitigate the distress that using the protocols will
inevitably provoke. Doing so will elevate the provider
voice and ultimately encourage their buy-in. Protocols
can be written to reflect the individual value systems
held by local providers, which may limit the likelihood
or severity of moral distress.

Take Triage Decisions Out of Provider Hands
and Allow for Appeals
Separating triage and treatment responsibilities may also
mitigate health-care worker stress. A triage team
functioning independently and in support of frontline
care teams can remove or reduce the decision-making
burden from frontline providers. Triage teams can serve
to implement protocol guidelines that are based
primarily on population demands and leave frontline
care teams to maintain their traditional focus on
individual patients. Separation may also increase
decision objectivity.4

With recognition that situations are fluid, triage
protocols are new and relatively untested, and human
error is always a possibility, organizations should
implement an appeal process for significant triage
decisions that is available to providers and to patients
and their families. Such a channel would accept
arguments countering existing resource allocation
guidelines. Despite best intentions and design by
multiple experts, situations will arise in which resource
allocation protocols are potentially deficient or
inappropriate. A formal appeals system can be a
mechanism through which these situations are
addressed rapidly and in real-time. It would provide
another platform for clinicians to have the voice and
control over decision-making that is important to
professional fulfillment and well-being. The appeals
process may also function as a mechanism for collecting
data regarding the success of the published resource
allocation schema and offer insights into protocol
modifications.

Provide Peer Support and Downtime
Even when health-care workers agree with resource
allocation protocol guidelines, watching patients die and
families suffer due to insufficient resources will cause
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stress. These “second victims” endure emotional distress
that results from adverse events that affect patients.5

Their cognitive, emotional, and behavioral reactions to
stressful events can have significant impact on their
colleagues, patients, and themselves.5 Organizations
must anticipate the distress and potential emotional
trauma that are associated with confronting moral
dilemmas and provide infrastructure and frontline
support to lessen the impact. Doing so requires
structures that can support workers’ physical,
psychological, and spiritual well-being. Peer responder
support programs can be established to provide
emotional support and facilitate resilience. These
programs can assist any employee, especially those
caring for critically ill patients and the triage team
members who consult on allocation decision-making.
Considerations of spiritual well-being can be integrated
by including chaplains in the process.

Staff support in a crisis begins with attending to basic
human needs. To preserve their resilience, both triage
team members and frontline providers must have time
to rest, recover, and regenerate. It can be difficult to find
time and space to recharge during an ongoing crisis;
honoring breaks and providing tranquil places for
respite can diminish these barriers. Motivation to serve
during a crisis may be strong; many providers may feel
called to duty. Unit leaders should manage schedules
carefully and require time away from the facility to
providers who have given too much and are at risk for
burnout.
Conclusion
Public health crises that exceed available health-care
resources can traumatize many, including frontline
providers. Institutions have a moral obligation to
mitigate health-care worker stress response. An
emotionally compromised health-care workforce is a
liability for patients and workers.2 Institutions must
have appropriate structures in place both to allocate
resources and to support workers who are involved in
crisis response. We have recommended three types of
institutional strategies that can be leveraged during
public health emergencies to mitigate and manage
health-care worker stress response.
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